unnecessary degree to that cruel little demon that provokes us into humiliating others and their beliefs." Also: Online, Esprit presents a selection of articles on terrorism from its archive (all in French).
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Dérive 2/2015
Dérive (Austria) pays a visit to Germany's post−industrial Ruhr region. For as long as it remained Germany's industrial heartland, the region's entire infrastructure was built around coal, steel and heavy industry. But the last coal mine will close in 2017, concluding another chapter of deindustrialization.
Ruhrbanity: The associated structural change has been accompanied by a raft of cultural projects aimed at regenerating the region's economy, leading among other things to RUHR.2010 becoming a European cultural capital five years ago. The guest editors of Dérive's dossier on the Ruhr area, Vanessa Weber and Gesa Ziemer, sum up the new quality of the urban laboratory that the region has become as Ruhrbanity: a uniquely polycentric, not to mention polyperipheral, network of cities that is now rising to new challenges.
Post−fossil city: Architect and curator Tim Rieniets outlines some of these challenges in his article on the post−fossil city, where he explains how urban areas become afflicted by poverty and unemployment once the mobile middle classes have moved out to the region's more attractive margins: "To adopt the post−fossil city as a model is no luxury, but would mean dealing with the most urgent of the Ruhr region's problems: with disused buildings, dilapidated areas, neglected infrastructure and segregated residential areas. Because in one way or another, all of these problems have their origins in the fossil city. Yet popular discourse on the post−fossil city does not concern these problems, revolving instead around the optimization of an energy−saving built environment."
Ironically, Rieniets remarks, rehabilitating the gardens in which the region's workers continued to grow their own vegetables into the 1960s may well make more sense than betting everything on the next round of green economic growth.
In Krytyka (Ukraine), Volodymyr Kulyk looks at how Ukrainian nationalism has evolved during the war in eastern Ukraine. Revolutionary and post−revolutionary developments in Ukraine have changed the role of language in two different ways. First, the Russian language received greater acceptance in Ukraine: "Ukrainian nationalism acknowledged the significant presence of the Russian language as inevitable and legitimate." After all, there are a considerable number of Russian−speaking officers and soldiers fighting against the pro−Russian separatists and Russian troops in eastern Ukraine.
Second, the growing political resentment towards Russia has influenced Russian−speaking Ukrainians too: "A critical need to gain distance from Putin's Russia forced many Russian speakers to use the Ukrainian language". While it is still unclear which trend will prevail, Kulyk believes that the dividing line between the Ukrainians and Russians is political, rather than ethno−cultural. Meanwhile, he concludes, "the new Ukrainian nationalism has become more civic, and, therefore, more compatible with the European orientation that it has unambiguously accepted".
Novorossiya:
Kostyantyn Skorkin examines the bizarre mythology of Novorossiya, a non−existent state that consists of certain eastern Ukrainian territories. Well before the start of the war, Donbass had been characterized by "a grim intellectual landscape: the Party of Regions with its anti−western and pro−Russian rhetoric had usurped public discourse almost entirely, while Stalinists, Russian anti−Semitic chauvinists, Cossacks and conspiracy theorists [...] had been gathering strength on the fringes".
The myth of Novorossiya today, Skorkin concludes, is a "combination of the elements of a Soviet modernity and an archaic society that lives and develops according to its own laws, and is desynchronized with the rest of Ukrainian society". Also: Peter Pomerantsev and Michael Weiss' account, first published in The Interpreter, of how Putin's Russia has weaponized information, culture and money to undermine opponents in its "hybrid war" against Ukraine and the West; and Eurozine publishes Volodymyr Sklokin's analysis of the post−1989 intellectual climate in Ukraine, translated into English following its publication in Krytyka 5−6/2014.
The full table of contents of Krytyka 9−10/2014
Frakcija 68−69 (2014)
In the current issue of Frakcija (Croatia), on art and money, two founders of ArtLeaks discuss how best to go about revealing and resisting the toxic symptoms of neoliberalism in the art and cultural sectors. Established in 2011, ArtLeaks runs an online platform and organizes assemblies and workshops on both sides of the Atlantic, geared toward raising awareness about exploitation in art production and the politics of corporate and state sponsorship; not to mention creating a better (art)world.
The St Petersburg−based artist and writer Dmitry Vilensky explains how just a decade ago, "to speak about art and labour sounded very strange and only now with all the proliferation of creative industries and economies did it become a rather hip topic". However, continues Vilensky, relying on progressive cultural institutions to "defend the residues of the golden age of social democracy with its clear idea of the production of proper, civically concerned citizens" won't suffice in the current climate. "Today, no one needs people with a civic consciousness −− they need consumers of cultural services. Efforts from below are not enough to change this idea −− we should be concerned about the macro−power level."
It is to this end that fellow ArtLeaks founder and US art historian Corina Apostol sketches out her vision for what has so far remained a grassroots project: "I would like ArtLeaks to develop more in the direction of joining forces with other international actors to expose not this or that bad situation but reveal the mechanisms that perpetuate a system that we all agree is broken and abusive. And to build awareness that these mechanisms are not exclusive to the art world but are also governing our everyday lives, our societies. I think we are still at the beginning."
The only true artist? Jelena Vesic concludes her rigorous analysis of today's "administration of aesthetics", as practiced in the complex negotiations that take place in the art world, with a simple truth: today, as a rule, the only true artist is the artist who can say, "For everything else, please address my manager."
The full table of contents of Frakcija 68−69 (2014)
Multitudes 57 (2014)
Multitudes (France) tries to acquire a taste for the aesthetics and economics of today's art world. Yves Citton and Anne Querrien contend that the art market increasingly functions like all financial markets, confusing the intrinsic worth of items for sale with the market forces brought to bear on them. At the same time, the areas of technology and mass media subject to rapid growth and ever increasing diversity seem to move faster than our ability to evaluate what they produce and express.
As a result, conclude Citton and Querrien, we live in a world of intangibles. Not that this should come as a surprise, insists philospher Marcel Hénaff in a subsequent article, given that we now inhabit a world of non−material commodities (health services, education, training, skills and so on).
Fixers: Sylvie Boulanger argues that prices for works of art are effectively set by curateurs (not "curators" but promoters, agents, financial trustees and the like):
"So, before the product goes onto the market, the artist's "bid price" needs to be fixed. Agreements are reached between investors (collectors) and galleries, with the connivance of the media. This is the point at which the choice of the highly influential promoter comes into play, combined with the agreement of the collector, who agrees to release the decisive news item: 'François Pinault to buy this or that artist's work'." 
Letras Libres 2/2015
In Letras Libres (Spain), Armando Chaguaceda evaluates prospects for change in Cuba following the apparent thaw in relations with the United States. Many in the Cuban diaspora and the US Right oppose Obama's new approach, insisting that Cuba should be kept in a "pressure cooker" until an explosion wipes out the current regime and paves the way for democracy. Chaguaceda, a Cuban political scientist resident in Mexico but considered part of the "new Cuban Left", rebuts this argument.
Instead, he recommends that the "normalization" of Cuba's relations with the outside world be accompanied by an expansion of human rights and the fostering of pluralism and democratization, seen as part of a pan−Latin American process. Otherwise, Chaguaceda concludes, "the triumphant march of authoritarian capitalism will continue. [...] Like China, Cuba will have its collegiate authoritarianism, its red bourgeoisie, its firewalled Internet and its market system but no republic."
Writing lives:
The Letras Libres editors introduce a dossier on the art of biography, contending that there is some catching up to be done with the British in this field −− and drawing attention to such works as Paul Preston's biography of Franco or Edwin Williamson's life of Jorge Luis Borges.
However, Santos Juliá, author of a celebrated biography of the 1930s Republican president Manuel Azaña, explains in his contribution how, in the immediate post−Franco years, a socio−economic history predominated that sought "to explain great processes and structures, and in this context biography was of no interest". Since the 1980s, there has been a new appreciation of subjectivity and individual identity.
Confessions vs biography:
In interview, Mexican critic Christopher Domínguez Michael highlights Juliá's work, along with Jordi Gracia's life of the philosopher José Ortega y Gasset and Jon Jauristi's of writer Miguel de Unamuno, as examples of outstanding new Spanish biographies. Meanwhile, Domínguez Michael suspects that the Hispanic world's traditional disregard for biography lies in the strength of Counter−Reformation Catholicism. Celebrated autobiographies like Saint Teresa's were based on the idea of confession, and this "is associated with the discharge of suffering, not the celebration of life".
In Latin America however, the situation is different, Domínguez Michael suggests with a hint of irony, because "a decorum regarding indigenous and Hispanic origins still prevails" that deems looking too closely at an individual's life as slightly improper.
